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Chapter – 6   The Great Escape 

A.) Read lesson 6 

B.) Words to learn :-  

1) cyclone 

2) cowardly 

3) courage 

4) wizard 

5) scarecrow 

6) terribly 

7) kalidahs 

8) beasts 

9) ditch 

10) breath 

11) growl 

12) wonderful 

C.) Word meanings :- 

1) Terribly – very 

2) Spring – jump 

3) Steep – rising sharply 

4) Beasts – monsters 

5) Wizard – a person who has magical power 

6) Tipped - bent 

7) Terrible – very unpleasant 

8) Out of fear – because of fear 

9) Growl – to make a low, deep and angry sound in the throat 

10) Cyclone – a Storm with strong winds 

D.)  Make sentences :-  

1) Cyclone :- The cyclone struck the village last night. 

2) Beast -  The beast was very close to him now. 

3) Ditch – My brother jumped over a ditch. 

4) Terribly – She was terribly close to me. 

5) Steep – The plane started descending at a steep angle. 

E.) Answer these Questions :-  

1) “ What shall we do? “  asked Dorothy sadly.  

What make Dorothy sad? 



Answer :-  Dorothy was sad because the ditch was too wide and deep with steep sides and 

pointed rocks at the bottom. It was difficult for them to cross the ditch. 

2) “ I was terribly afraid of falling, myself.”  

Who is the speaker? From where is he afraid of falling ?  

 

Answer :- The speaker is the cowardly lion. The lion is afraid of falling into ditch while 

jumping over it. 

 

3) “ If you cannot jump over the ditch and fall, it would not hurt me at all.” 

Why do you think the fall would have not hurt the scarecrow at all ? 

 

Answer :- The fall would not have hurt the scarecrow because it was made of straw. 

 

4) “ That must be the Kalidahs.” 

Who are Kalidahs ? Where did they hear the noise made by the Kalihdas ? 

 

Answer :- Kalidahs was frightening beasts with heads like tigers and bodies like bears. 

They heard their noise from deep inside the forest. 

 

5) “ That is a great idea, “ said the lion. 

Which idea is the Lion talking about ?  

 

Answer :- The Lion is talking about the scarecrow's idea of chopping down the tree close 

to the bridge. 

 

6) “Quick !” cried the scarecrow. 

How did the scarecrow stop the kalidahs from reaching them ?  

 

Answer:- The scarecrow asked Tin Woodman to chop away the end of trees which was 

on their side of the ditch so that they could not cross it. 

 

7) “ I wish I had a heart to beat.”  

Who is The speaker? Why does he say so ? 

 

Answer :- The Tin Woodman is the speaker. He says after the Lion says that his heart is 

still beating out of fright. 

 

 

 

 

 



F.) Composition :-  

Write a paragraph about “ My Favourite Cricketer. “ 

 

My favourite cricketer is Virat Kohli. He was  born on 5 November, 1988 in Delhi. He is a right handed 

batsman. He was passionate about cricket since childhood. He produced many memorable moments in 

cricket and helped India to win match. He is currently the Indian team captain. He is also a Padmasri and 

Arjuna award winner. He is one of the finest Indian player in the history of cricket. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# Note :- Students are instructed to do the given assignment in their English notebooks. 


